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No Exit from the Gaze: Sartre’s Theory facilitated through aspects of Meisner’s 
Practice 
By Caroline Heim and Christian Heim 
 
 
“I think the gaze was the central character in the play” Audience member comment at 
a post-performance discussion of Sartre’s No Exit.1  
 
 
The play No Exit was written in 1944 after Jean-Paul Sartre was a prisoner of war 
during the German occupation of France. It is, in its essence, a staging of Sartre’s 
phenomenological theory and existential philosophy as expressed in his magnum opus, Being 
and Nothingness. Concepts such as “the gaze,” “nothingness,” “bad faith,” “being-for-
others,” “love, masochism and sadism,” and the “essence/existence dilemma” are particular 
themes in No Exit, which Sartre introduced and explored in Being and Nothingness. These 
concepts are dense and difficult, subtle and thorny, and grasping their finer nuances can be 
challenging. How can an understanding of these concepts be facilitated for actors who must 
portray characters that embody these ideas? How can audiences comprehend these ideas? 
How can theory be translated into the practice of theatrical performance? 
This article considers one experiential approach to these questions. It traces Sartre’s 
theories from philosophy to theatrical realisation through the use of techniques based on 
Sanford Meisner’s methods in rehearsals and performance. It considers the problems of 
transferring theory inherent in dramatic texts into practice. A discussion of aspects of Sartre’s 
theory from Being and Nothingness, as distilled in No Exit, is followed by an analysis of the 
conflation of theory and practice in the rehearsal room and performance. Meisner’s methods 
are best suited to the internalization and practice of Sartre’s theories, and of “the gaze” in 
particular. Furthermore, this article considers aspects of audience meaning making through 
experience-based workshops and post-performance discussions attended by audiences.  
 
 
In some ways, the performance analysed in this article asked the actors and the 
audience to have a dual consciousness. Dual consciousness, where one is “witnessing aspects 
of consciousness” and is “emotionally involved and non-involved” simultaneously, is 
predominantly used to describe one state of the actor’s consciousness.2  This article also 
considers the possibility of the audience member’s dual consciousness, of her witnessing her 
own watching. As discussed below, the gaze was the primary vehicle to facilitate this dual 
awareness. 
The relationship between critical theory and theatre practice is a subject of continuing 
debate; discussions in this area primarily explore methods for trying to bridge this gap.3 
While much scholarship explores the theories of play texts, there remains a dearth of research 
in the methods for transferring knowledge from these theories into theatre practice. Practical 
strategies for conveying the complex theories of intellectually formidable plays from the page 
into the rehearsal room and subsequent performances are unavailable. The general rubric of 
“theory” refers here to the playtext’s underlying philosophies, discourses, and ideologies.  
The purpose of transferring the theory of any given play into theatre practice is 
ultimately for audience readability. As Meyer-Dinkgräfe argues, when theory and practice are 
integrated, the “art created [. . .] has not only the intention, but also the very impact of 
affecting the spectator’s consciousness.”4 Extant methods for this transference include 
didactic program notes, expert-led pre- and post-performance discussions, lecturing to the 
actors in rehearsals, and asking the actors to research the theories themselves. These methods 
either presuppose an intellectual understanding of difficult concepts, or they create an 
expert/student binary that distances the audience and the actors from an emotional 
engagement with the play itself.5 We explored a more experiential method for the transferring 
of the theory of a playtext into theatrical practice: the use of exercises for the actors in 
rehearsals based on Meisner training methods. 
 
 
Sartre’s No Exit was staged in Sydney, Australia in 2011 by Crossbow Productions.6 
It was in this particular production that an experiential method for the transfer of theory into 
practice was explored. No Exit is a germane play for such an exploration, as the content of the 
play is an expression of Sartre’s seminal theories found in sections of Being and Nothingness. 
The authors of this article were participants in the production. Detailed notes, as well as video 
and audio recordings were made to document the process of explicating Sartre’s existential 
concepts for the actors through exercises based on Meisner’s techniques. Moreover, post-
performance discussions were used to facilitate meaning making for audiences. It was hoped 
that through these exercises Sartrean concepts would become as accessible for the audience 
as they had been for the actors. It was also hoped that the actors’ understanding of Sartrean 
concepts through the Meisner-based exercises would create an understanding for audiences 
through a convincing performance of the play. Meisner’s method was selected for its utility 
in enabling an experiential understanding of the gaze in particular, and for the importance of 
choosing a lexicon familiar and accessible to actors.7   
Sartre’s play questions how we can act freely and authentically in the face of limits placed 
upon us by the very existence of free and conscious others. These limits on our individual 
freedom, and the everpresent staredown—a phenomenon that Sartre proposes occurs 
whenever two or more gazes meet—are part of the reason why “Hell is other people.”8 
Sartre’s use of the French word, regard, is translated into either “gaze” or “look” in English. 
Philosophical English writings on Sartre’s regard tend to privilege “the gaze” over “the look.” 
For the purposes of this article, gaze will be utilized. “Look” is “an act of directing one’s 
gaze,” whereas “gaze” is a “steady intent look.” 9  The gaze differs from the look in intensity 
and, by implication, duration. No Exit contains a level of intensity for which the more 
nuanced translation of regard as gaze is more apposite.  
 
 
In his explanation of the gaze in Being and Nothingness, Sartre describes the 
encounter of two strangers in a park. The moment that the strangers gaze at each other in the 
“convergence of two ocular globes,” Sartre, as one stranger, is aware that there is another 
“consciousness,” an “Other,” 10 staring at him. For Sartre, in this situation, there are two 
important consequences of the gaze and this convergence. First, the gaze “unnerves” him.11 
Second, the gaze works to construct him: “I see myself because somebody sees me.”12 This 
introduces Sartre’s ontological concept of “being-for-others.”13 The other constructs the self 
and constructs a self that the “I” can never fully know although some of it is revealed through 
the gaze. 
The theory of the gaze and the convergence of strangers’ gazes permeate No Exit. 
Similar to the encounter of the strangers in the park, described in Being and Nothingness, the 
three main characters of No Exit (Garcin, Inez, and Estelle) meet each other as strangers in 
hell. They are “apprehended” by their respective gazes.14 In this short play, Sartre directs the 
characters to gaze at each other no less than twenty-three times in the stage directions alone, 
and many more opportunities for the convergence of gazes are implied in the script. The 
dialogue works overtly to expound Sartre’s conception of the gaze. “Look at me,” for 
example, is uttered fifteen times. As in the park encounter, the gaze of the play is unnerving 
as each character attempts to find some common ground or allegiance with the others, but is 
systematically thwarted: “there’s something so beastly, so damn bad mannered, in the way 
you stare at me.”15  
The gaze also works to construct the selves of the characters. The characters are 
desperately trying to figure out who they are in the strange afterlife situation they discover 
themselves in. They are trying to construct themselves. There are no mirrors in Sartre’s hell, 
so the characters are forced to construct themselves exclusively through the gaze of the 
others. For example, Estelle is particularly vain, and during her life relied on mirrors to 
 
 
monitor her appearances. Seeing how frustrated Estelle becomes when she cannot find a 
mirror, Inez invites her to “Look into my eyes [. . .] ask me questions. I’ll be as candid as any 
looking-glass. [. . .] You’re lovely.”16  Estelle takes comfort in Inez’s words and constructs 
herself through Inez’s gaze. Each character in this hell—cut off from any other people, 
mirrors, privacy, or their own memories—slowly comes to rely upon and exist only in the 
gaze of the other two: “I’ll keep looking at you for ever and ever, without a flutter of my 
eyelids, and you’ll live in my gaze like a mote in a sunbeam.”17 The characters are each 
unnervingly made vulnerable by the gaze of the others. They become dependent on that same 
gaze for their very existence. Without the other’s gaze, each character could feel negated, as 
though he/she did not exist: nothingness. 
Nothingness is the subject of Chapter One of Being and Nothingness, a dense and 
fertile discourse. Nothingness is a negation, such as when we expect to meet someone at a 
café only to find that he is not there. Everywhere we look becomes a negation: that is not 
him, that is not him, and that is not him.18 Our expectations are not fulfilled. In place of our 
expectations we find only nothingness. For Sartre, nothingness is closely related to freedom. 
We experience vertigo on top of a building not out of fear of falling over the edge, he 
contends; but for fear of choosing to throw oneself off intentionally.19 The fear is in the 
absolute freedom and the fact that nothing is there to stop us. 
Early on in No Exit, Estelle embodies the idea of nothingness. She has strong 
expectations of whom she will meet when she is first led into the drawing room—hell. She 
expects to be confronted with a significant person from her past but is jointly surprised and 
relieved to find it is nothing but a stranger, Garcin. Throughout the play, the characters’ 
former lives gradually disappear into nothingness; and, as a result, Garcin, Inez and Estelle 
are confronted more and more by their freedom. At one point Garcin chooses not to flee 
through the open door— the door, which he was convinced was holding him captive—
 
 
although nothing is there to stop him. In his freedom, nothingness does stop him and he 
remains captive.   
  “Bad faith” is the Sartrean term for self-deception and being inauthentic. In Being and 
Nothingness, Sartre gives the example of a woman who is told by her first-time male 
companion that she is attractive. She does not know what she wants from their encounter, and 
lies to herself by choosing to believe that his motives for paying her a compliment are not 
sexual.20  He also gives the example of a café waiter who is a living stereotype, “[who] is 
playing at being a waiter in a café,” rather than being his authentic self. 21  This is bad faith 
because it is disingenuous. In bad faith, the deceiver and the deceived are one and the same. 
According to Sartre, we all deceive ourselves by playing roles instead of living authentic 
lives. We all live in bad faith.  
In No Exit, all the main characters demonstrate bad faith by lying to themselves. 
Garcin, for instance, tries to convince himself that he is not a coward, though visions of his 
earthly life suggest otherwise. Just as Sartre’s waiter plays at being a waiter, Estelle plays the 
stereotypical role of a spoiled and attractive, rich girl. Later it is revealed that she is, in fact, a 
child murderer. Initially, Inez appears to be in less bad faith than the others and gloats in her 
self-righteousness. She is ultimately forced, however, to admit that she is a cowardly and evil 
murderer. 
The concept of being-for-others is dealt with through a lengthy discourse in Being and 
Nothingness.22 In being-for-others, bonds are created by our attraction to how another person 
makes us feel about ourselves. To maintain this relationship the other must then be 
controlled, just as the other in turn attempts to control us. This is not real existence or love, it 
is emotional alienation from a true self: it is being-for-others. The conflict gets mediated 
through the gaze. A corollary to being-for-others is the attitude of masochism (and sadism) 
instead of love: “While I attempt to free myself from the hold of the Other, the Other is trying 
 
 
to free himself from mine; while I seek to enslave the Other, the Other seeks to enslave 
me.”23  
Being-for-others and the corollary of sadomasochistic relationships—rather than 
love— are found among all the main characters in No Exit; they are to be each other’s 
torturers, not physically, but relationally. Inez is particularly aware of this as she addresses 
Estelle early in the play: 
 
INEZ: Do I look as if I wanted to hurt you? [. . .] Much more 
likely you’ll hurt me. Still, what does it matter? If I’ve got to 
suffer, it may as well be at your hands, your pretty hands.24 
  
In this dialogue, Sartre chooses words to illustrate the idea that Inez’s sadomasochistic 
tendencies at this point are mediated through her gaze. 
In No Exit, a paper knife on a mantelpiece visually represents the existentialist 
dilemma of human existence preceding human essence. Sartre uses the knife as an analogy, 
first expressed in No Exit and later in Existentialism is a Humanism, to illustrate a classic 
existential axiom for all of human existence. For everything else created, he argues, the idea 
or essence of the thing precedes its existence: one must, for example, have an idea of the tool, 
a “paper-knife,” in order to bring it into existence. Thus, its essence precedes its existence. 
This is not true, however, of humans who exist before their essence, and are thus totally free. 
In Being and Nothingness, Sartre quotes Martin Heidegger as he expresses that “existence 
precedes and commands essence.”25 This theme permeates the entire play as the characters 
wrestle with where they actually exist: in themselves or in the eyes of the others? It is a 
question that will persist for eternity. These characters are absurdly “dead” in Sartre’s absurd 
drawing room hell. They do not assume responsibility for their freedom. As Sartre contends, 
“to be enwrapped in a perpetual care for judgments and actions which you do not want to 
 
 
change is a living death.”26 Conversely we, as audience members, are still alive. We can still 
choose to be accountable for our own freedom.  
How then do we successfully facilitate an understanding of these complex theories 
inherent in the play for actors in their practice? Carroll and Banes argue that theatre 
practitioners—not just scholars—are concerned with theory. They identify the Stanislavski 
System and Anne Bogart’s Viewpoints as theories that “contain general principles or 
techniques that promise to bring about certain results in a regular and reliable manner.”27 
Meisner’s techniques teach actors to be conscious of and preoccupied with the “Other” in the 
room and therefore serve as an appropriate starting point for addressing this question. In 
many ways, Meisner’s techniques are the most “Other” centered approach to acting to emerge 
from Stanislavski’s system. Meisner’s residence with the Group Theatre during the 1930s 
exposed him to Stanislavski’s system, which he then adapted in forming his own method at 
the Neighborhood Playhouse in New York. 
Many of Meisner’s ideas and perspectives on acting are analogous to the philosophies 
of Sartre: being in a relationship with a fellow actor as a form of being-for-others; responding 
naturally to the other; aiming for authenticity, rather than settling for bad faith; and being 
completely present for the other character instead of yielding to the nothingness that comes 
when an actor intellectualizes onstage.28  These are central precepts in Meisner’s technique, 
which he summated in a single sentence: “The foundation of acting is the reality of doing”29; 
not pretending, not acting, not faking, but really doing. This includes the authentic, 
spontaneous expression of actions, words, behaviors, and emotions. Meisner worked closely 
with his actors to equip them with techniques to find human truth onstage by focusing on 
their partner.30 He was not consciously using the theories of Sartre. Indeed, he was never 
connected with Sartre in any significant way. They were born in the same year, however, and 
both highly influential theatre practitioners, albeit on different continents.  
 
 
Sartre began writing plays in his childhood. His dramas dominated the French stage 
during the 1940s. Many of his philosophical ideas are known through these works rather than 
his philosophical writings. For Sartre, the beginning point of theatre is freedom: 
 
The chief source of great tragedy – the tragedy of Aeschylus 
and Sophocles, of Corneille – is human freedom. Oedipus is 
free; Antigone and Prometheus are free. The fate we think we 
find in ancient drama are freedoms caught in their own trap.31 
 
Meisner’s concern as a theatre practitioner was acting technique. Sartre, as a 
philosopher and playwright, focused on transferring his philosophical theory 
into his plays. Their concerns overlap, however, when considering theatrical 
elements such as the rendering of characters, the portrayal of emotions, and 
the dramatic delivery of lines. Sartre developed a theory of the emotions and 
their expression in general. Similar to the ideals of Meisner, spontaneity in the 
expression of emotions was Sartre’s ideal. He argued that “emotion is first of 
all and in principle an accident.” Therefore, “One cannot abandon [emotion] at 
will; it exhausts itself, but we cannot stop it,” and “Thus the origin of emotion 
is a spontaneous and lived degradation of consciousness in the face of the 
world.” 32  
 
In gazing at the other, both Sartre and Meisner consider the “point of view” of the beholder 
and the other as central to the perception of the other.33   
It was Meisner’s particular use of the gaze itself in his renowned word repetition 
exercise that pointed to the Meisner Technique as the optimal method for transferring Sartre’s 
theories onto the stage in the project Meisner uses the gaze as the starting point for 
 
 
encounters between two actors. His techniques all have their foundation in this very exercise. 
Two actors gaze at each other and—only on spontaneous impulse—one of the actors makes 
an observation about the other. This observation is then repeated continuously between the 
actors until another impulse changes the text. 
 
Meisner says, “You’re staring at me.” 
“I’m staring at you.” 
“You’re staring at me.” 
“I’m staring at you.” 
“You admit it.” 
“I admit it.” 
“You admit it.” 
“I admit it.” 
“I don’t like it.” 
“You don’t like it.”  
Meisner sticks out his tongue at the young man, and he and the 
class laughs.34 
 
As mundane as this observation exercise may seem, it is the groundwork for a series of 
exercises that eventually build to a scene, as well as the formation of characters and their 
relationships. The word repetition exercise has four foundational stages. William Esper, a 
student of Meisner’s and an accomplished teacher of these techniques, describes these stages: 
the honest answer, the pile up, point of view, and behavior.35 At each stage the actors focus 
upon and trust the other in the room by keenly observing each other’s actions through the 
gaze. Meisner’s purpose in this approach is to stop actors operating “from the head” in order 
to work “emotionally and impulsively.”36  In one sense, Meisner is attempting to create 
 
 
Sartre’s park encounter freely and spontaneously on stage and not to “imitate,” but to 
“create” real life.37 The gaze in the word repetition exercise works to both unnerve and 
construct the other. The gaze unsettles the other by consciously making the other 
vulnerable.38 This is seen in the repetition example above. The responses given and the 
observations verbalized also work to construct the actors/character’s selves and their 
otherness. The gaze, as expounded by Sartre and practiced by Meisner in his word repetition 
exercise, became the fundamental impulse through which all action and character 
development took place in the Crossbow production of No Exit. 
Only one of the four actors working on this production had experienced the Meisner 
Technique. The others, however, were familiar with his ideas in theory. They were 
introduced to Meisner’s word repetition exercise early in the rehearsal process. Its four 
foundational stages were each practiced. Similar to the responses of Meisner’s students at the 
Neighborhood Playhouse,39 the actors initially found the exercise pointless and tedious. It 
was at this point that the director introduced an adaptation of Meisner’s “knock at the door” 
exercise.40 It works by asking one of two actors to knock on a door several times before 
entering a room and beginning the word repetition. Each knock can have its own character 
and meaning.41 The knock’s character gives each moment a specific intention. The aim is to 
make the actors conscious of each moment they perform. This made the word repetition 
exercises more vital. As No Exit is set in a room with a locked door, the actors were forced to 
listen for distinct meanings in each and every knock. Thus, they found themselves living in 
the moment: conscious, alert, and focused. 
In No Exit, three deceased humans arrive in Sartre’s reading of hell: a hotel room that 
nobody could leave. They are initially apprehensive as to what kind of people will be inside 
the room. Similarly, in Meisner’s door exercise, vulnerability is experienced: “the other 
person [in the room] can be rude, mean, happy, wild unpredictable, and every emotional 
 
 
colour in between.”42 In Sartrean terms the knock creates anticipation and expectation. If 
unfulfilled, the result is nothingness. 
Once the actors began to work with their scripts, the exercises enabled a connection 
with the text. They would occasionally revert back to “working from [their] head,”43 rather 
than playing in the moment. During these times the word repetition exercise was used in the 
middle of a scene to disengage actors from an intellectual reading of the text in favor of a 
spontaneous connection that may be likened to Sartre’s park encounter. The gaze facilitated 
this connection. Subsequently, the dialogue from the play was used in these word repetitions 
as the actors were directed to gaze at each other and respond spontaneously from their 
character’s point of view. 
 
GARCIN.  So it’s a man you need? 
ESTELLE.  Not any man. You. 
GARCIN.  So it’s a man you need? 
ESTELLE.  Not any man. You. 
GARCIN.  So it’s a man you need?  
ESTELLE.  Not any man. You. (Figure 1) 44 
Fig 1 
Photo: Richard Fryberg 
  
These exercises immediately changed the dynamics of the scene. The gaze freed the actors to 
work impulsively and avoid intellectual readings of the text. Significantly, as reported by the 
actors, the parts of the text that had been broken down into word repetition exercises emerged 
as some of the most vital moments in their respective performances. 
One of the actors found it particularly difficult to disengage his intellect and connect 
to his emotional center. As the rehearsals progressed, he became increasingly self-conscious. 
 
 
Making eye contact with the other actors in the gaze exercises was challenging for him. One 
of Meisner’s more advanced layers of the repetition exercise, the “independent activity,”45 
was adapted into a group activity to try and rectify this challenge. The independent activity is 
useful if an actor is working from his head rather than playing spontaneously. Thus, an actor 
is asked to become preoccupied with an independent activity involving some concentration 
such as knitting or doing a jigsaw puzzle, which he continues while the scene progresses and 
lines are spoken. The concentration needed for the independent activity forces the actor to 
stop thinking about the text so that emotions—rather than the intellect—drive their responses 
to the other actors.  
One of the imperatives of the independent activity is to learn how to learn to “Speak 
before you think!” and “Leap before you look.”46 This tactic encourages authentic, 
spontaneous responses. To incorporate these imperatives into rehearsals, the director used a 
simple ball game as the independent activity, but adapted the exercise to include the entire 
cast. Actors were directed to make eye contact with the actor to whom they bounced a ball. 
As the exercise developed, sounds were included before advancing to the words and dialogue 
from the play, all of which were bounced back and forth, so to speak, with the ball. The 
exercise was particularly effective for the aforementioned actor who experienced difficulties 
in that he learned to “bounce before he spoke,” thereby liberating him from mentally 
watching and monitoring himself.  
A character’s need to construct himself in the gaze of others is inherent in Sartre’s 
text. Sartre’s hell is without mirrors causing the characters extreme frustration. Estelle must 
rely on the other’s perception of her looks: 
 
                        INEZ: You’re lovely, Estelle. 
 
 
ESTELLE: But how can I rely on your taste? Is it the same as 
my taste? Oh, how sickening it all is, enough to drive me crazy! 
INEZ: I have your taste, my dear, because I like you so much. 
Look at me.47 
 
Inez is outright manipulative because she has sexual designs on Estelle, who acts in bad faith 
while pretending to herself that this is not true of Inez; instead, she concentrates on the task of 
constructing her vain self in Inez’s gaze. This becomes literally true as Estelle uses Inez’s 
eyes as a mirror. (Figure 2) If Inez closes her eyes or looks away, Estelle becomes nothing, 
disappearing as if she never existed. She is being-for-Inez as Inez is building up a 
sadomasochistic relationship. Through this limited encounter we see a manifestation of 
Sartre’s theories of nothingness, bad faith, being-for-others, the love and sadomasochism 
conflict, and the existence/essence dilemma. These concepts are mostly mediated, in this 
moment, through the gaze. 
Fig 2 
Photo: Richard Fryberg 
The word repetition exercise was extensively utilized with these two actors to 
facilitate the experience of the gaze. Inez says, for example, “you’re lovely,” but she could 
well have said, “you’re ugly,” “kiss me,” she could have laughed at Estelle, or simply closed 
her eyes and walked away. The vulnerability and consequences could have been devastating 
for Estelle. Estelle did not know Inez’s next line, even though the actor playing Estelle knew 
it. Estelle’s expressions must reflect this anticipation, vulnerability, and relief, all at the 
appropriate time. To produce these outcomes, Meisner’s “pinch and ouch” exercise was 
introduced, the aim of which was to make sure that nothing was done “until something 
[happened] to make [them] do it.” 48 Do not say ouch, for example, until you are pinched. Do 
not react to “you are lovely, Estelle,” until it is said. 
 
 
The gaze/word repetition exercises created an understanding of Sartre’s difficult 
concepts for the actors. Being-for-others, in which relationships became dependent on how a 
self was constructed in the eyes of the other, was provided through the gaze. The intensity of 
the gaze was used to heighten the conflict of relationships, which were not love based but 
sadomasochistic. The negation of expectation at the root of nothingness was mediated 
through an actor’s gaze. Bad faith was less mediated through the gaze and more through 
characterization. The intensity of the character relationships was always mediated through the 
gaze. If, at any time, they lost this intensity, a textually supported word repetition was 
instigated.  
In the final stages of rehearsals a new exercise—informed by Meisner’s exercises—
was developed to mirror the given circumstances of the play.49 It was anticipated that this 
activity could be undertaken during the performances to heighten the stakes for the characters 
and create an understanding of the gaze for the audience. The exercise used the gaze to 
explore the conflict the conflict between the characters who build up and destroy alliances 
among themselves. This activity was devised so that each of the three main actors could, 
through popular culture, relate to the predicament of the exercise and apply it to Sartre’s No 
Exit. 
This exercise was based on a childhood game and a 1960s film. It was appropriately 
named “The Good, the Bad and the Ugly” (GBU). The actors were instructed to stand in three 
corners of the stage, walk towards the center, and place their hands on the back of one of 
three preset chairs. Their walks were to be relatively slow with an emphasis on gazing into 
each other’s eyes, suspiciously, as in a three-way gun showdown. Once the actors had both 
hands on the chairs, they were permitted to “shoot” their scene partner(s) with imaginary 
guns. The first to achieve this objective ostensibly  
“won” the showdown. Often, three dead characters shot each other dead once again. In these 
 
 
showdowns the gaze took on new significance. The exercise required intense concentration as 
one mistaken or misdirected gaze could mean “death,” just as in Sartre’s play one misdirected 
gaze could mean continued torture. It was unsettling, competitive, fearful, challenging, and 
intimidating while heightening the characters’ and the actors’ consciousness of each other.  
During the final rehearsals, this exercise preceded every run-through of the play. At 
any time during a run-through, the director could call out “guns” and the actors would pause 
from the dialogue, participate in the GBU exercise, and then immediately return to the exact 
place in the dialogue. The tension this created was palpable. In some run-throughs, the actors 
were given permission to call for “guns” at any point in performance. This created a further 
layer of meaning as the characters controlled their own destiny and the fate of the others. 
Vulnerability was enhanced for the actors and the gaze took on added significance throughout 
the play.  
Since the GBU could not be used onstage in front of an audience, the actors were 
directed to use the times that Sartre’s characters “gaze at each other” to silently engage in, or 
imagine, the GBU. 50 In a variation of a childhood stare down, where two people stare at each 
other until one blinks, the actors engaged in a silent three-way GBU showdown through their 
gazes; this created enormous tension during performances.  Dramatic pauses were sometimes 
lengthened, but not always. Actors would sometimes pause between lines to engage in stare 
downs at different places throughout the performance. As such, the GBU can be seen as an 
articulation of what Robin Nelson calls “doing-thinking.”51 The actors had a dual 
consciousness of the game within the play. In effect, the GBU was a playful vehicle—game 
playing—through which the Sartrean theory was being expounded.  This process came 
naturally to the actors, as theory was integrated with practice. 
One point in No Exit Sartre suggests that escape from the torture of others may be 
possible: the hotel room door opens by itself. The characters could escape to freedom.. 
 
 
Nothing is there to stop them from leaving. Each character must choose freedom or the 
nothingness that stops them. They choose nothingness. This chilling moment became 
increasingly palpable during performances because of the previously rehearsed “knock at the 
door” exercise. During one performance the actor who played the Valet took a photograph of 
the actor playing Garcin, while waiting behind an open door backstage (Figure 3).This 
spontaneous act amplified the sense of apprehension in the scene and the actor’s 
consciousness of his vulnerability for subsequent performances: referencing the GBU, the 
actor wondered whether the Valet would “shoot” him again or not. Each of these moments 
then acquired  unique meaning for the actor, thereby underscoring the central aim of 
Meisner’s “knock at the door” exercise.52 In one sense, the GBU became a meta-theatrical 
play as the actors became conscious of themselves playing a game within a play. 
Fig 3 
Photo: Richard Fryberg 
In performance the actors contended with the gaze of the audience as well as the gaze 
of other actors. Sartre, as philosopher and playwright, was acutely aware of the significance 
of this: “if we happen to appear ‘in public’ to act in a play [. . .] we never lose sight of the fact 
that we are being [gazed] at and we execute the ensemble of acts which we have come to 
perform in the presence of the [gaze].”53 In performance the gaze of the actors at each other 
and the gaze of the audience worked to construct character: the audience was implicated in 
the gaze. In No Exit Sartre’s characters are at times “seeing what [they] describe” as they 
recall their earthbound lives.54 During these moments the actors gazed directly at the 
audience as if they were the living people of their earthbound lives. Their gaze constructed 
the audience as participants in the play’s narrative. At the conclusion of the play, Inez broke 
the fourth wall and cried out to the audience, “I’m watching you, everybody’s watching,”55 
thereby casting the audience as co-conspirators in her manipulations and as a present force in 
 
 
the world of the play. In each performance, this was always a striking moment as the 
audience awoke from their complacency to become highly conscious of their complicity in 
constructing each character’s torturous cycle.    
Sartre specified that in No Exit a Barbedienne bronze statue covered in staring eyes 
should sit on a mantelpiece. In the Crossbow production an abstract oil painting with dark, 
menacingly brooding eyes replaced the statue. This achieved Sartre’s intended effect of being 
watched, insofar as the statue was positioned above the action in plain view to analogously 
echo the audience. In Sartre’s text Garcin’s gazing at the statue prompts the revelation that he 
is in hell: 
 
This bronze. (Strokes it thoughtfully) Yes, now’s the moment; 
I’m looking at this thing on the mantelpiece, and I understand 
that I’m in hell.56 
 
The audience and characters thus share in the “gaze” of each other—and its tortuous 
implications—as created by the statue. 
The use of Meisner’s exercises helped facilitate the understanding of difficult Sartrean 
concepts for the audience. In the Sydney production audience members had varied responses 
to being watched. Many felt a sense of relief after the play was over: “The audience goes out 
saying well, we’re free.”57 They were glad to return to their respective lives as the characters 
continued their torturous cycles in hell. This is likely the effect Sartre was hoping to create.  
Audience members take responsibility for their freedom while the dead characters continue in 
an absurd hell perpetuating a kind of “living death.”58 Some audience members found the 
gaze unsettling while others felt used: 
 
 
 
The actors used the audience. There was a lot of looking out 
and seeing what was going on to try and see the truth of 
themselves. And there’s a point when they don’t need the 
audience anymore and we are left with our own value 
judgments.59  
 
I got the same feeling watching the play that I get when I go to 
the hairdresser: of looking in front of me in the mirror and 
looking at the back of me in another mirror.60 
  
These responses exemplify the dual consciousness experienced by audience members. 
Differing from the actor’s dual consciousness, some audience members had the experience of 
watching themselves watching. At this moment, the gaze of the audience turned from 
observing the other onstage to introspection. These comments also suggest that the gaze of 
the characters at the audience worked to construct their presence, or their being-for-others. It 
certainly made the audience more self-conscious.  
The gaze became such a dominating part of the play that one audience member 
argued, “I think the gaze was the central character in the play.”61 Although this statement 
suggests that the gaze became another character, it could equally suggest that the characters 
were no longer characters any more but personified gazes, or what Sartre calls the “other-as-
a-look.”62 This is a poignant example of how Sartre’s concept of the gaze, mediated through 
the practice of the actors, maintained the audience’s comprehension of Sartre’s theory. 
Audiences were later invited to engage further with the production by participation in a 
workshop and/or attendance at post-performance discussions. The workshop was designed to 
extend the experience of the gaze directly after seeing a performance. The post-performance 
discussions were intended to support the audience’s intellectual sharing of the play.   
 
 
During the workshop, the audience members were invited to take a partner, sit 
opposite one other, and engage in a stare down. Participants were surprised at how difficult 
this exercise was and commented on how self-conscious and vulnerable they felt. Others 
refused to continue after only a short time upon discovering they were too challenged. The 
actors were called upon to demonstrate some of the Meisner exercises. The audience 
members took a different partner and attempted the word repetition exercise aided by one of 
the actors.  
A husband and wife couple engaged in a very heated word repetition, which lasted for 
an uncomfortably long time. Others could not hold another’s gaze at all and, feeling exposed 
and self-conscious, ended up in bouts of nervous, embarrassed, or hearty laughter. A 
perceptive observation came from two psychiatrists who attended the workshop. Thinking of 
the therapist/client relationship, they discussed how important the gaze was in psychotherapy, 
how the exercises had given them insights to their own practice, and the significance of the 
gaze to interpersonal relationships in general.63 
At the post-performance discussions audiences were given the opportunity to share 
their responses to the play. These discussions were not expert driven question and answer 
sessions with the actors or director.64 A facilitator was invited to mediate the discussions 
toward an audience-directed discourse. The actors did not partake in these discussions. We 
have found that having actors participate in post-performance discussions tends to inhibit or 
inadvertently direct the audience response. This is consonant with the findings of other 
theatre companies. Steppenwolf Theatre Company in Chicago, which is renowned for its 
innovative and successful post-performance discussions, regularly holds discussions led by 
facilitators who do not have a professional stake in the performance: “Without one of the 
Steppenwolf artists in the room the audience feels more likely to offer their own opinion 
[and] the conversation is a lot more open.”65  
 
 
Thus, our facilitator would ask the audience questions such as “What were some of 
the thoughts you had during or at the conclusion of the performance?” The facilitator went to 
lengths not to set herself up in the role of an expert. She therefore directed all questions back 
to the audience, offering further questions to stimulate an audience-directed discussion. One 
example of this was to ask, “did anyone else have a different perspective on this?” The range 
of the discussion content was broad and the gaze was explored in lengthy exchanges. 
Audiences seemed preoccupied with the gaze as a constructor of identity. One audience 
member commented,  
 
They are each other’s mirrors. They are caught in the fact that 
they can’t see themselves and they have to see themselves in 
somebody else’s gaze. [. . .] They are worried that they don’t 
actually exist and the only way they can exist is in someone 
else’s gaze.66  
 
This comment shows an understanding and corroboration of one of Sartre’s central axioms: 
that our existence is constructed in the gaze of the other and without it we may not even exist.  
The post-performance discussion transcripts emerged as texts in their own right: an 
audience text.67 They demonstrate that audience members became aware of specific concepts 
of Being and Nothingness as explicated in our production of No Exit. To illustrate this claim, 
one can follow the trajectory of discussion of the relationship between gaze and existence 
through the four “texts” under discussion: philosophical treatise, play, performance, and 
audience text. In Being and Nothingness Sartre argues, “each gaze makes us feel 
concretely— and in the indubitable certainty of the cogito—that we exist.”68  This idea is 
reified in the dramatized relations of the characters in No Exit.  Near the conclusion of the 
play, for example, Inez taunts Garcin: “I am, a mere breath on the air, a gaze observing you, a 
 
 
formless thought that thinks you.”69  As mentioned, the rehearsal process ensured that such 
Sartrean concepts permeated the actors’ relationships with each other, which was carried into 
the performances. Finally, in the audience text of a post-performance discussion the 
following comment was made: “I think we do exist in each other’s eyes. That’s how we have 
our social being. We do exist for and in the gaze of each and every one of us.”70 Through 
following this thread, it may be seen that Sartre’s theory of the gaze and its relationship to 
existence was expressed in the treatise, the play, internalized by the actors, and read by the 
audience in performance. Similar threads could be found for other Sartrean concepts. 
One of the most significant discoveries of our performances was that Sartre’s theory 
was experienced by actors and audience alike. The gaze of the audience during the 
performances, the workshops, and the post-performance discussions are pertinent examples 
of audience practice. Baz Kershaw argues that contemporary theatre audiences have been 
gradually silenced over the past century. Contemporary audiences observe etiquette strictures 
that regulate behavior to laughter and applause.71 Because of this, the gaze has taken more of 
a leading role as the primary audience “practice” during a performance. The audience, in 
Woodruff’s terms, “practice the art of watching” during a performance, and this production 
was no exception. 72  The art of watching, or the dual consciousness of watching oneself 
watching was, however, a heightened experience for the audience during these performances, 
as the gaze emerged as the central component of the play. Audiences were acutely aware of 
gazing and being gazed upon.  
In the workshops of the Crossbow production, audiences were given the opportunity 
to practice their gazing at each other during Meisner exercises and the stare down. It was 
through experiencing the effect of the gaze in these exercises that audience members 
practiced Sartre’s theory. The workshops became a vehicle through which the audience could 
experience the gaze akin to the way the actors experienced it early in the rehearsal process. 
 
 
Post-performance discussions offered another opportunity for audiences to experience the 
gaze through the vulnerability of sharing comments in others’ eyes (or ears), discussing and 
negotiating the making of meaning.  
The audience comments in the discussions not only explored the gaze, but also other 
concepts contained in Being and Nothingness: bad faith, love and sadomasochism, and being-
for-others. One audience member commented on “the relentless gaze that objectifies, that 
under whose [the gaze’s] conditions, we can’t know ourselves.”73 This lucid reading of the 
gaze as both constructor of the beholder and yet constructor of an unknowable self is central 
to Sartre’s concept of being-for-others. It articulated a connection between the gaze and 
being-for-others. Other audience members elaborated on or disagreed with this and other 
comments as part of the negotiation of meanings in the discussion. The audience discussion 
was their practice and experience of the gaze, avoiding bad faith with each other, and being-
for-[each] other.  
The gaze as outlined in Being and Nothingness is a philosophical concept relevant in 
understanding human beings and relationships.  It was a theme embedded in our production 
of No Exit, with the actors confronted by the meaning of the gaze while allowing themselves 
to access vulnerability through Meisner’s exercises.  During performances the actors and 
audience members were apprehended by each other’s gaze, an experience that supplemented 
by the workshops, when audience members were confronted with the gaze through specially 
designed exercises. The gaze played the leading character and, as such, led the action of the 
rehearsals, performances, workshops, and discussions. The gaze may be seen to have become 
theory and practice at each point of the continuum from treatise through play text, 
performance and to post-performance audience text. Ultimately, there is no exit from the gaze 
since, as one audience member commented, “We can’t escape that we are in each other’s 
gaze.”74  
 
 
This essay has considered an experiential approach to discovering a theory/practice 
nexus. Sartre’s No Exit, due to the nature of the philosophies and the practice of theatre 
performance, particularly lent to this transfer through the exercises of Sanford Meisner. 
Audience experience of Sartre’s theory in the Crossbow performances, workshop, and post-
performance discussions concretized Sartre’s concepts through practice. As one audience 
member commented, “during the performance I was trying to put myself in the mind of 
Sartre.”75 This extends the concept of dual consciousness to an entirely new level. Sartre’s 
theory could be demystified to some extent in this project through an experiential practice for 
actors and audience. The No Exit Crossbow project may be seen as an example of Nelson’s 
“ʽtheory imbricated within practice.’”76 Experiential methods offer a refreshing alternative to 
expert-led rehearsal lectures, audience discussions, or program notes for actors and audience 
members. This supports Robert Findlay’s argument that “theory follows practice follows 
theory follows practice follows theory follows practice ad infinitu,”77 which exists with no 
exit.  
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